BAFTA Scotland Awards 2024
Summary of Changes

BFI Diversity Standards – Screen Scotland Pilot meeting Standard C is mandatory for entry in: Entertainment, Factual Series, Feature Film, Features, News & Current Affairs, Single Documentary, Specialist Factual and Television Scripted. An entry in this category which does not meet Standard C should contact awards@bafta.org to appeal.

News & Current Affairs extended eligibility period in this category only: 26 May 2022 – 1 May 2024

Short Form in television production categories, short form programmes may enter up to 3 episodes from a series, capped at a total of 30 min duration including credits. Episodes must be from the same series, must be consecutive episodes in the series and must be complete episodes (edited clips/scenes from episodes will not be permitted). Episodes should be compiled into one video file for entry, and should run continuously without any internal editing with blank screens between episodes (with credits on the end of each episode).

Gender identification information will be asked of individuals submitted in an Individual category or as a Candidate for Nomination/Production Team Representative in a Production category.

Bullying and Harassment Policy upload is mandatory for entry

Credits the number of individuals credited as candidates for nomination/production team representatives has increased from four to six

Game category while under active review entries will not be accepted in this category in 2024

Four Nominations will be presented in categories that receive twenty (or more) entries. If one gendered category (e.g. Actor, Actress) reaches this threshold both categories will receive four nominations

Please refer to the BAFTA Scotland Awards Rules & Guidelines for full entry information.